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REMARK ON A THEOREM OF K. M. SLIPENCUK IN THE THEORY 
OF SUMMABILITY OF SERIES 
TIBOR SALAT, Bratislava 
(Received February 12, 1968) 
In the paper [1] K. M. SLIPENCUK proved the following Tauberian theorem: 
Let T = (ank) be a regular matrix which fulfils the following condition: 
(*) there exist Ml9 M2 > 0 such that for each n = 1, 2, ... we have 
£ \ank - 1| < M. , f \ank\ < M2 . 
*=1 fc=rt+l 
V 
(1) un = 0(1) (n -> oo) , 
then from the T-summability of the series £ un to S the convergence of this series 
OO 1 1 = 1 
follows and £ un = 5. 
n = l 
Let us remark that it is not clear from the print of the paper [1] whether small o 
or capital O appears in the condition (1). But it is obvious from the proof of the 
theorem that the small o should be in that condition. 
In the review of the paper of K. M. Slipencuk in Math. Rev. (cf. [2]) the mentioned 
theorem is stated with the condition un = 0(1) instead of un = o(l). The last formula-
tion of the mentioned theorem is false as it can be easily deduced from the following 
result. 
oo oo 
Theorem. Let K = £ \bk\ < +oo, X ^ -
1 ) * bk = - \
 x). Let us put ank = 1 for 
fc=l k = l 
k = 1, 2 , . . . , n and ann+s = bs (s = 1, 2, 3,...) for each n = 1, 2, . . . Then the 
oo 
matrix T = (ank) is regular, fulfils the condition (*) and the series ]T (~ l )
k is 
Tsummableto - ^ . k=l 
1) We can choose bk =- ( -1 )*
+ 1 (l/2*+1) {k = 1, 2,...). 
54 
Proof. Obviously lim ank = 1 for each fixed fc. Further for each n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . 
oo n->oo 
we have £ \aak - ank+i\ = I
1 ~ bi\ + \bi - bi\ + ... = 1 + 2K < +oo. There-
k = l 
fore Tis a regular matrix (cf. [3] p. 83 — 84). 
n oo 
From the definition of Twe get for each n = 1, 2 , . . . £ \ank — l| = 0, £ \ank\ = 
oo k = l fc-*n+l 
= Y, \bi\ < + °o, so Tfulfils the condition (*). 
i = l 
Further for each even n we have 
oo 
°n = XtfnJfc(-l)* = (-0nl + «nl) + ••• + (-«*,-1 + O ~ 
fc=l 
- bi + b2 - b3 + ••• = —i» 
while for the odd n's we have 
oo 
<r» = X ^ ( - I f = (~a«i + a«2) + ••• + (~a„„-2 + «„»-i) ~ 
k=l 
- «„„ + bi - b2 + b3 - ... = - 1 + i = - i . 
00 
Then <rB = —-£ (n = 1, 2,...) so that the series £ (— l)
k is T-summable to —i. 
k = l 
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